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This document has been prepared by Asanko Gold Inc. (the “Company”) solely
for informational purposes. This presentation is the sole responsibility of the
company. Information contained herein does not purport to be complete and
is subject to certain qualifications and assumptions and should not be relied
upon for the purposes of making an investment in the securities or entering
into any transaction. The information and opinions contained in the
presentation are provided as at the date of this presentation and are subject
to change without notice and, in furnishing the presentation, the company
does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide recipients with
access to any additional information or to update or correct the presentation.

No securities commission or similar regulatory authority has passed on the
merits of any securities referred to in the presentation, nor has it passed on or
reviewed the presentation. Cautionary note to United States investors - the
information contained in the presentation uses terms that comply with
reporting standards in Canada and certain estimates are made in accordance
with National Instrument 43-101 (“NI 43-101”) - standards for disclosure for
mineral projects. The presentation uses the terms “other resources”,
“measured”, “indicated” and “inferred” resources. United States investors are
advised that, while such terms are recognized and required by Canadian
securities laws, the SEC does not recognize them. Under United States
standards, mineralization may not be classified as “ore” or a “reserve” unless
the determination has been made that the mineralization could be
economically and legally produced or extracted at the time the reserve
determination is made. United States investors are cautioned not to assume
that all or any part of measured or indicated resources will ever be converted
into reserves. Further, “inferred resources” have a great amount of
uncertainty as to their existence and as to whether they can be mined legally
or economically. It cannot be assumed that all or any part of the “inferred
resources” will ever be upgraded to a higher category. Therefore, United
States investors are also cautioned not to assume that all or any part of the
inferred resources exist, or that they can be mined legally or economically.

Under Canadian rules, estimates of “inferred resources” may not form the basis of
feasibility or pre-feasibility studies except in limited cases. Disclosure of
“contained ounces” is permitted disclosure under Canadian regulations; however,
the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) normally only permits issuers to report
mineralization that does not constitute “reserves” as in place tonnage and grade
without reference to unit measures. Accordingly, information concerning
descriptions of mineralization, mineral resources and mineral reserves contained
in the presentation, may not be comparable to information made public by United
States companies subject to the reporting and disclosure requirements of the SEC.

The presentation may contain “forward looking statements” within the meaning
of the United States private securities litigation reform act of 1995 and “forward
looking information” with the meaning of applicable Canadian securities
legislation concerning, among other things, the size and the growth of the
company’s mineral resources and the timing of further exploration and
development of the company’s projects. There can be no assurance that the
plans, intentions or expectations upon which these forward looking statements
and information are based will occur. “Forward looking statements” and “forward
looking information” are subject to a variety of risks, uncertainties and
assumptions, including those that are discussed in the company’s annual
information form. Some of the factors which could affect future results and could
cause results to differ materially from those expressed in the forward looking
statements and information contained herein include: market prices, exploitation
and exploration successes, continued availability of capital and financing and
general economic, market, business or governmental conditions and pro-forma
assumptions applied in illustrative financial disclosures. Forward looking
statements and information are based on the beliefs, estimates and opinions of
management at the date the statements are made and are subject to change
without notice. The Company does not undertake to update forward looking
statements or information if management believes, estimates forward or opinions
or other circumstances should change. The Company also cautions potential
investors that mineral resources that are not material reserves do not have
demonstrated economic viability.

FORWARD LOOKING INFORMATION
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Certain statements in this document constitute “forward looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the US Securities Act of 1933 and
Section 21E of the US Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

In particular, the forward looking statements in this document include among others those relating to the Damang Reinvestment Project; the
Gruyere project; the Asanko Joint Venture; the Salares Norte Project; the Far Southeast Exploration Target Statement; commodity prices; demand for
gold and other metals and minerals; interest rate expectations; exploration and production costs; levels of expected production; Gold Fields’ growth
pipeline; levels and expected benefits of current and planned capital expenditures; future reserve, resource and other mineralisation levels; and the
extent of cost efficiencies and savings to be achieved. Such forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
important factors that could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the company to be materially different from the future
results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. Such risks, uncertainties and other important
factors include among others: economic, business and political conditions in South Africa, Ghana, Australia, Peru and elsewhere; the ability to
achieve anticipated efficiencies and other cost savings in connection with past and future acquisitions, exploration and development activities;
decreases in the market price of gold and/or copper; hazards associated with underground and surface gold mining; labour disruptions; availability
terms and deployment of capital or credit; changes in government regulations, particularly taxation and environmental regulations; and new
legislation affecting mining and mineral rights; changes in exchange rates; currency devaluations; the availability and cost of raw and finished
materials; the cost of energy and water; inflation and other macro-economic factors, industrial action, temporary stoppages of mines for safety and
unplanned maintenance reasons; and the impact of the AIDS and other occupational health risks experienced by Gold Fields’ employees.

These forward looking statements speak only as of the date of this document. Gold Fields undertakes no obligation to update publicly or release any
revisions to these forward looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this document or to reflect the occurrence of
unanticipated events.

Forward looking statement
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Welcome – Today’s Agenda 

• Peter Breese, President & CEO of Asanko Gold

• Overview of Asanko

• The Operations

• Near-term Organic Growth: Esaase Mine

• The Joint Venture Partnership

• Nick Holland, CEO of Gold Fields

• Overview of Gold Fields

• Transaction with Asanko

• Doing Business in Ghana

Notes:  All $ in this presentation are US$ unless specified |  Gold production presented on 100% basis for the Asanko Gold Mine 4



Peter Breese, President & CEO of Asanko



ASANKO - A PARTNER THAT DELIVERS

1997

Keegan starts 
exploring the 

Esaase Concession

2013 2007 - 2012 

Asanko acquires PMI & 
Obotan Project

Construction of $295m 
Phase 1 of the Asanko 

Gold Mine starts

Phase 1 construction
completed within 

budget & 2 months 
ahead of schedule

1ST GOLD POURED
in January 2016

Commercial gold 
production achieved

April 2016

Plant operating at 20% 
above design (3.6Mtpa)

2016

Keegan changes name to 
Asanko Gold to reflect 

new strategy 
to become a gold 

producer

Develop Esaase & 
commence 

production in Jan

Brought Dynamite 
Hill & Akwasiso into 

production using 
local contractors

Completed 5Mtpa 
plant upgrade for 

$20m

2015

2017 2018 2019

JV Transaction with 
Gold Fields

Used proceeds 
to repay $164m 

debt

Plant exceeding 
5Mtpa design

2014 
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SNAPSHOT OF THE ASANKO GOLD MINE

• Large Scale, Long Life, Multi-Pit Asset
– Currently 11 open pit deposits

– 3 deposits being mined, developing 4th deposit Esaase

– Nameplate 5Mtpa CIL processing capacity

– Jointly owned with Gold Fields

• 2018 Guidance: 200-220,000oz @ AISC $1,050 - 1,150/oz

– Beat H1 production and cost guidance, on track for H2

– High AISC due to investing in Nkran Cut 2 pushback

• Near-Term Growth => Development of Esaase
– Trial mining in Q4 2018

– Trucking operation commencing Q1 2019

– Next 5 years (2019-2023) – *253,000oz/yr at AISC $860

• Highly Prospective Land Package => Future Growth
– Significant exploration potential e.g. South Zone

• Strong Social License to Operate
– 99% Ghanaian workforce, 37% from local communities

– Excellent, world class safety record, +1 year LTI-free

– Committed CSR programs delivering upliftment 

– Successfully permitted current mine, development of 
Esaase & overland conveyor

7* Based on opening Esaase in Jan 2019 & a conveyor scenario @ $1,250/oz gold price 

The 11 Multi-Pit 
Asanko Gold Mine Complex



KEY VALUE DRIVERS OF THE JV
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>5Mtpa

• Within 2 years of operations, plant capacity nearly doubled to >5Mtpa

• Plant consistently operating above installed nameplate capacity of 5Mtpa

• Continuing to optimize processing circuit to obtain maximum throughput

• Assessing capital efficient options to further expand throughput capacity

AISC
• Achieve and maintain AISC in lower half of industry cost curve

• Reviewing costs & efficiencies across the business, particularly mining

Blue Sky

• Asankrangwa Belt underexplored => only 7% of Asanko’s tenements explored

• Leveraging off Gold Fields capability to develop long-term exploration strategy 
& 5 year plan targeting low cost ounces & future growth



DELIVERING ON 2018 OPERATIONAL PLAN

Nkran Pit
• Investing in Cut 2 to ensure ore production for next 3 – 4 

years => key to Asanko’s sustainability & profitability

• Eastern portion of Cut 2 complete with steady-state levels 
of ore resumed in June

• Now focusing on Western portion of Cut 2

• GC model ounce reconciliation within 2% of MRE on 12-
month rolling basis 

• Gold production expected to be higher in H2 2018 as 
Nkran continues to deliver steady state levels of ore

Dynamite Hill & Akwasiso Pits
• Both pits ramped up to targeted production rates

5Mtpa Processing Facility
• Ensure consistent operations above 5Mtpa

• Installed secondary crusher & MillSlicer to optimize mill 
throughput

• Q2 milled 1.37Mt = annualized rate 5,5Mtpa

• Maintained 94% metallurgical recovery

• ~20% reduction in per unit operating costs since 
completion of P5M volumetric upgrades in Q4 2017

9

Eastern Portion of Cut 2 
in Commercial 

Production

Western Portion 
of Cut 2 in 
Progress 

Expanded view of Eastern pushback
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NEAR TERM ORGANIC GROWTH

• Fully permitted large scale greenfields deposit

• Extensive pre-production program in progress:

– Completed 84 hole infill drilling & 43,000m core-relogging 
=> more robust resource model

– Geotechnical, hydrological & metallurgical design parameters 
being confirmed => updated LoM plans

– Bulk sample mining in Q4 2018 to test ore through process 
facility

• Commencing with trucking operation in Q1 2019

– ~1.5Mtpa of oxide ore, no drill & blast, low strip ratio

– Constructing temporary haul road connecting Esaase with 
existing haul road – complete end 2018 

– Mobilizing mining contractor 

– Formal approval by JV Management Committee in Q4 2018 

• Reviewing long term transport solution with JV partner

– Reviewing trade off studies with JV partner - road vs conveyor

– Future production premised on 5Mtpa processing capacity

– Mine able to fund growth capital from internal cash flows at 
$1,250/oz gold price
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DEVELOPING OUR 4TH DEPOSIT- ESAASE
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Avg: 253,000oz*

5 Year Production Profile @ 5Mtpa

* Based on opening Esaase in Jan 2019 & a conveyor scenario @ $1,250/oz gold price



EXPLORATION STRATEGY
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• Largest land package on Asankrangwa Belt = 483km2

• Target generation and exploration strategy being evaluated in 
conjunction with Gold Fields => benefitting from their expertise

• Development of Esaase + transport infrastructure opens up high 
priority exploration targets in the Northern corridor

Two Pronged Exploration Strategy:
1. Short-Medium term: Targets Near Infrastructure
• Strategy to increase near mine reserves 

• Within 5kms of existing road & plant infrastructure

• 9 targets to be tested in 2019: 6 Priority 1 and 3 developed 
from pipeline of Priority 2 targets

• Phase 1: Drill testing of Priority 1 conceptual targets to 
commence in Q1 2019

2. Medium to Long term: South Zone Discovery
• Long term strategy for replacement of depleted ore reserves

• 10 – 20kms from plant infrastructure

• Focus is on Priority 1 targets in the under-explored southern 
tenements

• Phase 1: First pass drilling on 3 high priority targets to 
commence in Q1 2019



ASANKO JV WITH GOLD FIELDS

• 50:50 JV with Gold Fields completed in July 2018

• Sharing resources & knowledge – committed to achieving low cost 

ounces & future long term production growth

• Asanko are the managers - recognized as efficient operators

– Annual $6m (pre-tax) fee to manage and operate the mine

• Leveraging off Gold Fields experience & exploration expertise

• JV Board, Management & Technical Committees established

– 3 Reps each, 1 Govt of Ghana Rep on Board only

– Bedding down systems & processes

• Current key work streams:

– Operating Cost Synergies

• Investigating opportunities

– Esaase Development Plan

• Aligning resource modelling methodology

• Reviewing integration of Esaase & long-term transport 

solution into LoM plans

– Exploration

• Collaborating on 5 year exploration strategy

13



Nick Holland – CEO, Gold Fields



Americas region
Mine: Cerro Corona (Peru)
Att. production: 137koz (Au eq) (H1 2017: 136koz)
AIC: US$737/eq oz (H1 2017: US$677/eq oz)
Net cash flow: US$41m inflow (H1 2017: US$27m)
Project: Salares Norte (Chile)

Global Footprint

South Africa region
Mine: South Deep
Att. production: 97koz (H1 2017: 119koz)
AIC: US$1,816/oz (H1 2017: US$1,557/oz)
Net cash flow*: US$42m outflow (H1 2017: 
US$44m outflow)

West Africa region
Mines: Tarkwa and Damang
Att. production: 319koz (H1 2017: 323koz)
AIC: US$1,114/oz (H1 2017: US$1,142/oz)
Net cash flow*: US$64m inflow (H1 2017: US$74m)

Gold Fields Investor Presentation | September 2018

Gold Fields Group (H1 2018)
Mines: 7
Projects: 2
Att. production: 994koz (H1 2017: 1,022koz)
AIC: US$1,169/oz (H1 2017: US$1,092/oz)
Mine net cash flow*: US$149m (H1 2017: US$108m)

Australia region
Mines: St Ives, Granny Smith and Agnew
Att. production: 442koz (H1 2017: 444koz)
AIC: US$900/oz (H1 2017: US$891/oz)
Net cash flow: US$86m inflow (H1 2017: US$60m)
Project: Gruyere

*Before Damang project capital of US$66m and South Deep project capital of US$12m

As at 17 September 2018

Share price (JSE/ADR) R34.54/$2.37

Market capitalisation ($m) 1,947

Enterprise value ($m) 3,340

Average daily value traded ($m) 12
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Gold Fields in Ghana

• Gold Fields has been operating in Ghana for 25 years

• Attributable Reserves of 9.1moz (Tarkwa: 5.3moz, Damang: 1.6moz, Asanko: 2.2moz)

• Attributable Resources of 16.2moz (Tarkwa: 7.8moz, Damang: 5.5moz, Asanko: 2.9moz)

• It is a growing region for Gold Fields

• Tarkwa: baseload production for the region

• Damang: growth through the reinvestment project 

• Asanko: exposure to a good camp, with long-life, low-cost production, with significant exploration 
potential 

• Long-term development agreement with the Government of Ghana

• Successful transition to contractor mining at Tarkwa

• Significant re-investment program at Damang which is tracking well against project plan 

• Amoanda is growing and provides flexibility 

2017

Att. Production koz 639

AISC US$/oz 1,018

AIC US$/oz 1,119

Net cash flow* US$m 179

* Excludes Damang project capital

34% of Group managed 
production

16Gold Fields Investor Presentation | September 2018



Asanko JV Transaction Overview

• Asanko & Gold Fields 50/50 JV in Asanko’s Ghanaian assets

• Asanko 45%, Gold Fields 45%, Govt. of Ghana 10%

• Paid $165m on July 31, 2018 on completion of the 
JV Transaction

• $20m in cash, payable on mutually agreed Esaase
development milestone but no later than Dec 31, 2019

• ~$17.6m received in cash from Gold Fields for 9.9% private 
placement in Asanko Gold Inc, paid in April 2018

• Asanko’s Upside

• 100km of shear structures with similar characteristics 
as current deposits

• With Asanko’s funding constraints removed, money can 
be allocated to exploration

• Well built processing plant that is scalable

17Gold Fields Investor Presentation | September 2018



Ghana: Political, Economic and Fiscal matters
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Political Environment Ghana’s Economy Fiscal Matters
New Patriotic Party (NPP) in power 
since Jan 2017 (first term)

Inflation rate: 9.6% since Apr 18 (13% 
in Apr 17)

US$918M 3 year IMF Loan facility 
ending in April 2019
• Disbursements to date:  US$764.1M

Ongoing Political stability Bank of Ghana policy rate: 17% (22.5% 
in Apr 2017)

Government remains focused on local 
content and is expected to implement 
stringent mining local content 
regulations in line with petroleum and 
power sectors

Focus on strengthening of existing 
frameworks and expanding the tax net 
(TINS + Ghana ID Card)

Ghana Cedi (GHS) at ~GHS4.7/US$1 In September, Ghana's credit rating has 
been raised from B- to B by the 
international rating agency, Standard & 
Poor's

Cash revenue raising is still a priority Economy Rebasing expected to be 
complete by end 2018
• Current 2006 base year for GDP will 

move to 2013
• Rebasing is expected to reduce 

Ghana’s Debt/GDP ratio which is at 
68.7%

Gold and now oil are still major foreign 
exchange earners



Alex Buck 
Investor Relations
N.American Toll-Free: 1 855 246 734
Telephone: +44-7932-740-452              
Email: alex.buck@asanko.com

Rob Slater
Business Development & Strategy
N.American Toll-Free: 1 855 246 7341
Telephone: +27-11-467-2758
Email: rob.slater@asanko.com

www.asanko.com

Avishkar Nagaser
Tel:  +27 11 562-9775
Mobile:  +27 82 312 8692
Email: Avishkar.Nagaser@goldfields.com

Thomas Mengel
Tel:  +27 11 562 9849
Mobile:  +27 72 493 5170
Email:  Thomas.Mengel@goldfields.com

www.goldfields.com
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